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Pay attention, back of the class. This Passat is the replacement for the Passat. Except that it
isn't. Let's try that again. In the U. But over in Europe, what we have here is indeed the next in a
seven-generation line of Passats. Volkswagen decided that to challenge the Taurus, Accord and
Camry in the U. That's why America gets the New Midsize Sedan. It's a neat trick if VW can pull
it off. In Europe, compactness, high-speed refinement, and fuel economy are the priorities. Now
free of the need to be all things to all continents, this new Passat has now become more of a
European car than ever. It will be interesting to see which philosophy will win out -- VW's
strategy of building different cars for different markets, or Ford 's "One Ford" global
convergence. In Europe, the midsize market is effectively split two ways. Throw in some French
metal, the Mazda6, and localized Hondas and Toyotas for good measure. The Mondeo wins
every prize as the sporting driver's choice, so this generation's Passat isn't really aiming to
challenge the Ford. Instead it's positioned to cover the needs of the long-distance driver -comfort, safety, fuel economy, and build quality. The most obvious element of the refresh is the
new VW family face. It makes the Passat look wider and lower. Thanks to chromed bars across
the grille and white LEDs in a studded line around the headlamps, it falls toward the bling side
of equation. The rest of the panels are new, but along the side it's the mildest of updates. The
glass is new, but not its shape. It's thicker to further quiet exterior racket. At the tail, again the
restyle is all about new horizontal lines. As before, there's a wagon version, which in previous
generations sold almost as well as the sedan. It, too, gets a new tail treatment. New safety
options include radar-activated cruise control and autonomous braking. The hazard needs to be
a metal object such as a car, so please don't run off the sidewalk in front of a Passat. There also
are camera-sensed lane assist, close-range radar-sensed active self-parking, and
camera-sensed active adaptive headlamps with continuously variable beam pattern. Most
versions also feature a fatigue detection system, which monitors driver steering inputs and
compares them with his or her style at the beginning of the journey. VW has a new trick for the
driver who arrives at the car with both hands full of baggage. Provided the key fob is right by
the tail of the car -- in other words, the driver has it on their person -- they need only wave their
foot under the center of the rear bumper, and the trunklid opens. For security's sake, if the fob
is inside the car, for example, the feature is disabled. Instead of changing the platform,
suspension, and interior, VW has concentrated on detail changes to the power units and
transmissions, managing to find impressive gains in both economy and refinement. In Europe,
the diesels are at the forefront, and they all get a stop-start feature and alternators that cut in
only on the over-run. The 2. Jetta is here, at horsepower, and so is a horse version. Even more
economical is a 1. That might sound like a pointlessly tiny motor, and the quoted But it has
torque, so for slugging quietly around the 'burbs or even at an mph autobahn lick, it does the
job. The four-cylinder gasoline engines are all from the same family -- chain-driven cam EA
units with direct injection and turbo. Sized at 1. Sure enough, the 1. There's also a 3. The
chassis remains Golf-derived, with its four-link rear. It doesn't complain about being hustled -up to a point. In fact, despite more than a little body roll, the decent damping especially with the
optional adaptive setup means that all is progressive and transparent. You can even have
modest fun. The only change is the adoption of EPAS, which allows the self-parking option and
saves fuel. It robs the steering of a little feel, but nothing to fret over. The best thing is the ride.
It soaks up ridges and lumpiness at all speeds, and the well-insulated bodyshell provides
luxury-class road isolation. We suspect it's unlikely, but then, this Passat feels more like a
Mercedes rival than something built to take on the Camry. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Paul Horrell writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The Volkswagen GTI may
not be top dog when it comes to performance numbers, but overall it's one of our top picks
when it comes to sporty hatchbacks. Mark Twain famously wrote, "There are three kinds of lies:
lies, damned lies and statistics. But that's a lie. In reality, the GTI is a front runner among the
competition. Sure, the Volkswagen GTI isn't as quick to reach 60 mph as the competition, nor
can it weave through the slalom or cling to a skid pad as tenaciously. How then, you ask, can
the GTI rank so highly in such a sport-oriented segment? The answer is two-fold: refinement
and drivability. It's so nice, in fact, that it could be mistaken for a cabin from sister company
Audi, save for the plaid fabric seats. About those private school uniform-patterned coverings -it's a nod to the original GTI from more than three decades ago. The GTI also boasts surprising
amounts of rear legroom and useful cargo space considering its compact overall size.
Drivability is the other main advantage the Volkswagen GTI has over other sport hatches.
Output from the 2. Competitors like the Mazdaspeed 3 and Mini Cooper S suffer from torque
steer -- the sensation of the steering wheel tugging in your hands under hard acceleration -- that
many drivers find distracting. Certainly, there's a lot to like about all of these cars. But if you're
like Mark Twain and don't blindly go by the numbers, you'll find the GTI an ideal pick -- the sum
of its parts can't be quantified with statistics alone. The Volkswagen GTI is a high-performance

compact hatchback offered in both two-door and four-door body styles. The base GTI's
standard equipment includes inch alloy wheels, a rear roof spoiler, foglights, heated outside
mirrors, launch control with DSG only , a sport suspension, full power accessories, a
tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, alloy pedals, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, steering
wheel-mounted shift paddles DSG only , cruise control, a trip computer, air-conditioning, heated
front sport seats, plaid cloth upholstery, split-folding rear seats with a center pass-through,
Bluetooth and an eight-speaker stereo with CD player, satellite radio, auxiliary audio input and
iPod integration. As the name suggests, the GTI with Sunroof trim adds a sunroof, but also gets
you a leather-trimmed sport steering wheel with multifunction controls, a touchscreen interface
for the stereo and an in-dash CD changer. The GTI with Sunroof and Navigation adds adaptive
xenon headlights and a touchscreen navigation system. The front-wheel-drive Volkswagen GTI
is powered by a 2. A six-speed manual transmission is standard, while a six-speed dual-clutch
automated manual called DSG is optional. The DSG transmission can be shifted manually via
the shift lever or paddles on the steering wheel, or it can operate as a standard automatic. In
testing, the GTI accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 7. It is also on the pokey side in terms of
handling, turning in a mph run through the slalom and pulling 0. Standard safety equipment for
the Volkswagen GTI includes antilock disc brakes with brake assist, stability control, front-seat
side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. Last year's optional rear-seat side airbags for
the four-door have been discontinued. In government crash testing, the GTI sedan earned four
out of five stars for frontal crash protection of the driver and front passenger and five stars for
side impact driver protection. In performance testing, braking from 60 to zero mph required feet,
which is a full car length longer than the Mazdaspeed 3's impressively short foot halt. On paper,
the Volkswagen GTI isn't as quick or nimble as other sport hatchbacks, but unless you're
battling for the quarter-mile or shortest lap time, it provides a better overall driving experience.
Turbo lag is nearly undetectable and torque steer is apparent only when driven with reckless
abandon. Either transmission performs admirably, with rapid and smooth shifts from the DSG.
In everyday conditions the GTI feels solid and composed, though some enthusiast drivers will
likely complain that the suspension tuning is too soft for truly aggressive driving. The flip side,
though, is that the GTI also gets high marks for comfort and ride quality when compared to the
competition. At highway speeds, the cabin remains as quiet as some luxury cars, and bumps in
the road are smoothed over by the compliant suspension. All told, the Volkswagen GTI provides
enough sporting fun to satisfy most drivers. Among sporty hatchbacks, the Volkswagen GTI's
interior ranks at the top of our list. Plaid seat heritage aside, the overall cabin reflects a more
serious and mature design language, with hints of Audi's upscale trim and switchgear
throughout. Materials quality is as good as it gets in this segment, as are the well-shaped front
seats. Gaining access to the surprisingly roomy rear seats is naturally easier with the four-door
GTI, but ingress and egress to the two-door's rear seat is a relatively painless ordeal. Behind
the rear seats, the cargo area can hold up to When down, the split-folding rear seats bump that
figure up to 46 cubes. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Volkswagen GTI. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Many competitively priced sport compacts are quicker and handle
better. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. For , Volkswagen has simplified the GTI's trim levels. Otherwise, the GTI
remains largely unchanged. Read more. Write a review See all 31 reviews. Not so good after 5
Months. Well I blame myself for not doing my homework, but reliability has been less than poor.
Like many state VW Customer Service is terrible. When its not in the shop its a great car.
Handles well, fuel consumption is also a big plus. I don't tend to keep cars long but this may be
a record even for me, may be gone for the first oil change. Read less. I am one of those types of
people that buy a new car every year. My GTI is by far my favorite. The look, the feel, the
performance.. I could go on for days. If you are thinking about getting one, take it for a test drive
and you will not regret it. Looking of something fun? I purchased my 4dr GTI Autobahn about 2
weeks ago. In this time, it has continued to surprise me in every way possible. I traded my

Infiniti G37s coupe on this, looking for something that was sporty, fun and bigger. It is a blast to
drive and has all the features most of us could ever need. Overall it's been a very likeable car.
Appearance is still very new with just over miles on it. No squeaks or rattles or any other
hickups in my year of driving. The interior is in great shape and I have become accustomed to
all the controls. I don't care for the round knobs on the sunroof control and climate controls,
more on that later. Also a feature I'm not fond of is the tiny rear-view mirror. I especially like the
bluetooth, very easy to use. Back seat access is fair. Write a review. Sponsored cars related to
the GTI. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

